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Standard Sizing

NovaWeld and Novastic are Available in the following variations

Novaweld and Novastic Rods are produced from the best quality engineering thermoplastic raw materials for use in fabrication work, where 

external filler material is required. These find extensive usage in thermoplastic fabrication applications, where thermoplastic sheets, pipes, and 

profiles need to be joined using welding processes. Novaweld and Novastic Rods ensure proper fusion with the base material and high weld-abil-

ity with Low MFI, ensuring negligible heat-effected zones or embrittlement of joints. 

Novastic

Solid bars

PVC/PP/HDPE: 6mm to

250mm, 1m length

PVDF: 6mm to 110mm, 600mm

length

Fabrication of Plastic Components
Chemical Storage Vessel
Repair Work on Leaks or broken parts
Joining Piping Systems
Machined parts
Large Drainage tanks
Inspection chambers
Specialty fabrications

Standard Sizing for compatibility with all 
Welding equipment
Best Weld-ability
Variety of shapes and colors to suit 
Application requirements
Light weight material with
Convenient packing options
Good machine-ability
No porosity issues

Thickness
(mm)

Length
(m) Packing

2

3

4

1m or

continuous

length

3kg

5kg

7.5kg

13.5kg

Custom
5

6

Grades
PP, PPH, HDPE, PE100, PE80,

PVDF, PVC, CPVC

Colors
Black

RAL 7032

Dark Grey

Grey

Custom

Shapes
Round Semi Round Dual Round Triangle  Oval

Features Typical Applications

WELDING & SOLID
RODS



Corporate Office

Manufacturing Sites :

Branch Offices :

www.sangir.com

  

sales@sangir.com +91 22 28717800

Disclaimer / TM InformationAll product specifications, statements, information and data (collectively, the “Information”) in this catalog or made available on our website are subject to change. The customer is responsible for checking and 
verifying the extent to which the Information contained in this document is applicable to an order at the time the order is placed. All Information given herein is believed to be accurate and reliable, but it is presented without guarantee, warranty, 
or responsibility of any kind, expressed or implied. This document does not constitute any binding offer to sell, or any warranty express of implied or of merchantability or fitness of the products for a particular purpose. Sangir in no way is 
responsible for persons acting without authority or drawing reference from anything contained herein without written confirmation from Sangir for any claims made based on this document or otherwise on their own. Customers should make 
their own independent determination that product is suitable for the intended use and should also ensure that they can use Sangir products safely and legally. Sangir shall not assume any liabilities thus arising from any such incidences unless 
expressly provided by itself separately. Kynar® and Corzan® are trademarks owned by Arkema Inc and Lubrizol respectively
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